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Abstract

A quantitative investigation of surface vs. interior solvation in iodide–water clusters was performed by evaluating

the potentials of mean force and structural properties of I�ðH2OÞn clusters (n ¼ 32, 64) from Monte Carlo simulations

with both non-polarizable and polarizable model potentials. Simulation results clearly indicate that the iodide ion tends

to reside at the surface of a water cluster of size 32, whereas entropy and polarization effects make the interior solvation

state more likely for a cluster size of 64. This is consistent with previous analyses of cluster experimental and model

data, which suggest a transition from surface to bulk behavior around a cluster size of 60. � 2002 Elsevier Science B.V.

All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Ionic hydration has been the focus of numerous
studies over the years, due to its fundamental im-
portance in chemistry [1], biology [2] and envi-
ronmental science [3]. Despite this long-lasting
interest, the molecular-level details of ionic hy-
dration have yet to be fully understood. Recent
developments in experimental and theoretical
techniques pertaining to cluster studies offer new
possibilities for probing these processes [4]. In
particular, cluster studies provide means for de-
tailed investigations of the role of individual sol-
vent molecules in the solvation of ionic species. An

important issue in ionic cluster studies is the hy-
dration structure of halide ions. Numerous ex-
perimental [5–9] and theoretical [10–15] studies
suggest that large halide ions preferentially sit at
the surface of small-to-medium sized aqueous
clusters, rather than being fully surrounded by
water molecules, as they would be in the liquid
phase.

Previous theoretical studies have made a con-
nection between the solvation structure of ions
and the competing ion–solvent and solvent–sol-
vent interactions [16–19]. For large halides, since
the ion–water binding energy is of a similar
magnitude as the water–water binding energy, the
water molecules tend to bind to each other rather
than to the ion, and the ion–water interaction is
not strong enough for the ion to disrupt the rel-
atively stable water network. A key question that
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arises from the existence of surface solvation
states for large halide ions in aqueous clusters
pertains to the cluster size at which the solvation
behavior of these ions converge to bulk, i.e. at
what cluster size does the ion adopt an interior,
bulk-like, solvation structure? Markovich et al. [8]
analyzed the I�ðH2OÞn cluster (n¼ 1–60) vertical
detachment energies and solvent electrostatic
stabilization energies resulting from photoelec-
tron spectra, and could not conclude with cer-
tainty whether the clusters were in an interior or
a surface solvation state. More recently, Coe [20]
combined small cluster experimental solvation
data [8,9,17], the results of simulations in model
polar solvent clusters of intermediate size [21],
and limiting continuum dielectric trends for large
clusters to determine the evolution of the ion
solvation free energy from the smallest cluster
size to bulk. This analysis predicts that a gradual
transition from surface to interior solvation oc-
curs over the range n¼ 1–60, and the transition to
bulk behavior occurs around n � 60.

In the present work, we perform a quantitative
investigation of the thermodynamics of surface
vs. interior solvation in I�ðH2OÞn clusters in order
to identify the possible transition from surface to
bulk behavior. A convenient coordinate for dis-
criminating between surface and interior solva-
tion is the distance between the ion and the
solvent center of mass, which would be close to
zero for an ideally spherically solvated interior
ion, and obviously deviates significantly from
zero for a surface solvation state [22]. We calcu-
late the free energy change along this coordinate,
i.e. as the ion is forced to move towards or away
from the solvent cluster center of mass, by means
of constrained Monte Carlo simulations with
model potentials. These potentials of mean force
(PMF), as well as cluster structural properties,
are investigated for I�ðH2OÞn clusters (n¼ 32, 64)
with both non-polarizable and polarizable model
potentials in order to assess the importance of
polarizability on the thermodynamics of the ha-
lide–water clusters [22,23]. A brief account of the
model potentials and simulation procedure is gi-
ven in the next section. This is followed by a
discussion of our simulation results, and by
concluding remarks.

2. Simulation procedure

The simulation procedure has been thoroughly
described elsewhere [22,23], and only a brief sum-
mary is provided here. Canonical ensembles of
cluster configurations are generated at a tempera-
ture of 200 K by the Metropolis Monte Carlo
method [24]. Each new trial configuration is gen-
erated randomly by translating one water molecule
in every Cartesian direction, and rotating it
around its Euler angles. The range of displace-
ments for each degree of freedom was chosen to
ensure an overall configuration acceptance ratio of
ca. 40% [22]. The data are collected – after proper
equilibration – in the form of successive Markov
chains. This procedure allows us to (a) account for
evaporation of water molecules by discarding from
data collection the chains in which evaporation of
one or more water molecules has occurred, and (b)
to ensure that multiple local minima are sampled
by gradually heating the clusters to 500 K and
cooling them down in between each new chain.
Overall, 2–4 million configurations are generated
in a given simulation.

Two classical intermolecular model potentials
are employed in order to describe the solvent–
solvent and solute–solvent interactions. The first
model, hereafter referred to as OPLS, consists of
the TIP4P water model [25] supplemented by op-
timized parameters for liquid simulations (OPLS)
[23,26]. The second model, hereafter referred to as
OPCS [23], involves a polarizable five-site water
model and optimized parameters for cluster sim-
ulations (OPCS). The latter model employs a wa-
ter model with gas-phase experimental geometry, a
three-dimensional point charge distribution, a
polarizable site and distributed repulsion–disper-
sion sites, while the ion carries a point charge, a
polarization site and a repulsion–dispersion site
[22,23]. The water–water and ion–water interac-
tions are parameterized from experimental data
supplemented by ab initio calculations for small
clusters [23].

The potential of mean force W ðrcmÞ, where rcm
denotes the distance between the ion and the sol-
vent center of mass, is generated by means of
statistical perturbation theory evaluation of free
energy differences [27]. The distance between the
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ion and the solvent center of mass is constrained to
a given value rcm in the course of Monte Carlo
simulations via a Lagrange multiplier approach
[24]. For each configuration in the ensemble, the
ion is displaced so as to increase and/or decrease
the distance between the ion and the solvent center
of mass by an increment drcm of 0.2 �AA, and the
Helmholtz free energy or potential of mean force
change is evaluated as

DW ðrcmÞ ¼ W ðrcm þ drcmÞ � W ðrcmÞ
¼ �kT ln e�½UðrcmþdrcmÞ�UðrcmÞ�=kT

� �
rcm
;

where h
 
 
i denotes the canonical ensemble aver-
age. In practice, we make use of the results of
forward perturbation for a simulation constrained
at the value rcm, and those of backward pertur-
bation for a simulation constrained at the value
rcm þ drcm, and evaluate the free energy change by
the acceptance ratio method of Bennett [28]. This
procedure also allows us to estimate error bars in
the potential of mean force from the two distinct
ensemble averages obtained from the simulations
[23]. In the present simulations, the total error in
the potentials of mean force is �0:2 kcal=mol over
the range of rcm values 0–7 �AA.

3. Results and discussion

The potential of mean force (PMF) profiles are
shown in Fig. 1 for I�ðH2OÞn clusters (n¼ 32,64)
with both model potentials. The curves for
I�ðH2OÞ32 are quite broad and shallow, as seen
from Figs. 1a and b, with a minimum at a distance
between the ion and the solvent center of mass rcm
of � 2 �AA. Two minima appear in the PMF profiles
of I�ðH2OÞ64, shown in Figs. 1c and d, suggesting
that two distinct solvation states may exist for this
cluster size. Accordingly, the rcm probability dis-
tribution P ðrcmÞ, calculated from the PMF data as
P ðrcmÞ ¼ 4pr2cme

�W ðrcmÞ=kT and shown in Fig. 2,
suggest that only one solvation state is present for
I�ðH2OÞ32, but two distinct states may exist for
I�ðH2OÞ64.

Let us first turn our attention to I�ðH2OÞ32 for
which only one solvation state seems to be inferred
from the P ðrcmÞ distributions The PMF curves

shown in Figs. 1a and b exhibit a large range of rcm
values, between ca. 0.5 and 3.5 �AA, for which the
PMF profile appears flat, and representative
structures corresponding to these rcm values, which
are displayed in Figs. 3a and b, suggest that
I�ðH2OÞ32 is in a surface solvation state over this
full range of rcm values. Besides rcm, a rather con-
venient coordinate for rigorous investigations of
the solvation structure around ions is the angle h
between individual solvent molecules, the ion and
the aqueous cluster center of mass, as depicted in
Fig. 4 [22]. Large deviations from the isotropic
angular probability distribution PðhÞ ¼ sin h are
an indication of surface solvation [22]. The angu-
lar probability distributions P ðhÞ, displayed in
Fig. 4a, are very similar for both rcm ¼ 0:8 and 3.6
�AA. In both cases, a few water molecules are found
on the side of the ion opposite to the solvent center
of mass, suggesting that the cluster is in a surface
solvation state over this wide range of rcm values. It
must be noted that these clusters are not always
spherical, as shown in Fig. 3a, such that the ion
can still reside at the surface of the cluster while
having a small rcm value.

As mentioned earlier, two minima appear in the
PMF curves for I�ðH2OÞ64, as shown in Figs. 1c and
d. The resulting P ðrcmÞ distribution for the OPLS
model potential, which is shown in Fig. 2c, peaks at
distances between the ion and the solvent center of
mass of ca. 2.2 and 4.4 �AA, clearly indicating the ex-
istence of two distinct solvation states. Represen-
tative structures shown in Figs. 3c and d for the
clusters at these two rcm values obviously corre-
spond to interior and surface solvation structures,
respectively. The angular probability distributions
shown in Fig. 4b also demonstrate that the wa-
ter molecules are more or less isotropically distrib-
uted around the iodide at rcm ¼ 2:2 �AA, whereas a
few molecules are found on the side of the ion
opposite to the solvent center of mass for
rcm ¼ 4:4 �AA. The latter distributions actually re-
semble those for I�ðH2OÞ32 in Fig. 4a, which we
have shown to possess a surface solvation structure.
Therefore, for a cluster size of 64, two distinct sol-
vation states are present, and the angular proba-
bility distributions confirm that these states
correspond to interior and surface solvation of
iodide.
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The equilibrium constant between the interior
and surface states KI=S can be evaluated as

KI=S ¼
½Interior�
½Surface� ¼

R
Int

r2cme
�W ðrcmÞ=kTdrcmR

Surf
r2cme�W ðrcmÞ=kT drcm

¼
R
Int

PðrcmÞdrcmR
Surf

P ðrcmÞdrcm
;

where the integrals run over the appropriate rcm
values for the interior and surface solvation states,
and the boundary between the two states is chosen
at the minimum between the two peaks in the
P ðrcmÞ distribution [23]. The resulting equilibrium

constant is 1:6� 0:4 for the OPLS distribution of
Fig. 2c, which indicates that the interior and sur-
face states are almost equally likely for I�ðH2OÞ64.

The effect of employing an explicitly polarizable
model potential such as OPCS is to increase the
free energy difference between the interior and
surface solvation states of I�ðH2OÞ64 from 0.8 to
1.5 kcal/mol (cf. Figs. 1c and d), which largely
increases the predominance of the interior state
over the surface state, as seen from the PðrcmÞ
distributions shown in Figs. 2c and d. With the
OPCS model, the interior to surface equilibrium
constant KI=S is 14:6� 0:8, which represents a

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1. Potentials of mean force W ðrcmÞ generated with the OPLS (left panel) and OPCS (right panel) model potentials for: (a) and (b)

I�ðH2OÞ32, and (c) and (d) I�ðH2OÞ64.
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10-fold increase in the population of the interior
state relative to that of the surface state when
compared to the OPLS predictions. We should
point out that, in a theoretical investigation of the
ion coordination number for Cl�ðH2OÞn clusters,
Stuart and Berne [29] found that polarizability
favors surface solvation (up to a cluster size of
500), in contrast to our results for I�ðH2OÞn. We
note that our own simulation results for
Cl�ðH2OÞn yield results similar to those of Stuart
and Berne, even though different forms of polar-
izable models are employed, and we are presently
investigating the differences between chloride–wa-
ter and iodide–water clusters [30].

To further our understanding of surface vs.
interior solvation as a function of cluster size, we
consider the P ðrHI�Þ probability distributions for
I�ðH2OÞ32 and both solvation states of I�ðH2OÞ64
in Fig. 5. 1 The most prominent feature of the
PðrHI�Þ probability distributions is the striking
resemblance between all curves. The only

1 It is important to note that the cluster P ðrHI� Þ distributions

vary from the liquid radial distribution functions by a factor of

4pr2, and the probabilities are normalized such that the integral

distributions equal the number of solvent molecules in the

cluster.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2. Probability distributions of the distance between the ion and the solvent center of mass PðrcmÞ for: (a) and (b) I�ðH2OÞ32, and
(b) and (c) I�ðH2OÞ64 with both the OPLS (left panel) and OPCS (right panel) model potentials.
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difference between the I�ðH2OÞ64 interior and
surface states is found in the P ðrHI�Þ probability of
finding a water molecule further away than 8 �AA
from the ion, which is close to the average globular
radius of the interior state cluster of ca. 7 �AA. Ob-
viously, more waters are found further away from
the ion in the surface state. In turn, the probability
of finding water molecules within 4 and 8 �AA is
higher for the interior state than for the surface
state because the iodide is fully surrounded by
water molecules, as seen from Figs. 3b and c. The
fact that the P ðrHI�Þ distributions are very similar
for short distances is rather surprising, however. In
principle, one would expect the solvation shell
structure around iodide in the interior state to be
better defined, and that the first solvation shell
would contain more water molecules than in the
surface solvation state (by first solvation shell, one
actually refers to the first peak in the probability
distribution functions and means the first few
water molecules directly coordinated to the ions).

However, the HI� probability distributions dis-
played in Fig. 5 indicate that iodide is directly
coordinated with four water molecules in the first
solvation shell in all cases considered, and do not
show evidence of a secondary shell structure for
the cluster sizes investigated. Previous studies have
suggested that the first solvation shell around large
halide ions is often dynamic [31]. In other words,
the molecules in the first solvation shell may dy-
namically exchange with molecules in outlying
shells. The P ðrHI�Þ distributions suggest that this
type of dynamical exchange is present for
I�ðH2OÞ32 and both solvation states of I�ðH2OÞ64,
since the first minima in the P ðrHI�Þ distributions
do not go to exactly zero.

Since the rHI� probability distributions of
I�ðH2OÞ64 are almost identical for the surface to
interic states, let us now turn our attention to
cluster enthalpies for both solvation states of the
ion. Enthalpies can be obtained from our simula-
tions as DH ¼ hDV i þ nRT , where hDV i is the

Fig. 3. Representative OPLS structures for: (a) I�ðH2OÞ32 at rcm ¼ 0:8 and 3.6 �AA, (b) the interior solvation state of I�ðH2OÞ64 at

rcm ¼ 2:2 �AA, and (c) the surface solvation state of I�ðH2OÞ64 at rcm ¼ 4:4 �AA.
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ensemble average of the cluster potential energy.
The enthalpies for the surface to interic solvation
states are )647 and )646 kcal/mol for the OPLS
model, and )636 and )634 kcal/mol for the OPCS
model, respectively. The enthalpy difference be-
tween the two solvation states for both model
potentials is not significant within the error bar of
2 kcal/mol that we simply evaluated by varying the
number of configurations employed to evaluate
the ensemble averages. We note however that the
surface state always seems to be energetically
lower, even though we know from the interior to

surface equilibrium constants that it is not ther-
modynamically favored, a finding that is even
more pronounced for OPCS. Therefore, the free
energy difference between both states must be due
to the difference in entropy between the interior
and surface solvation structures. Furthermore, the
larger free energy difference obtained with the
OPCS model must be caused by a larger increase

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Angular probability distributions P ðhÞ for: (a)

I�ðH2OÞ32 and (b) I�ðH2OÞ64 predicted by the OPLS model. As

shown in the inset, h is defined as the angle between an indi-

vidual solvent molecule, the ion and the solvent center of mass.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. H–I� probability distributions functions for: (a)

I�ðH2OÞ32, (b) the interior state of I�ðH2OÞ64, and (c) the sur-

face state of I�ðH2OÞ64 as predicted by the OPLS model
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in the system entropy due to polarization. As was
suggested previously by Stuart and Berne [29],
polarization allows for fluctuating dipoles such
that the water molecules may remain more mobile,
and thereby increase the entropy of the system.

4. Concluding remarks

We performed a quantitative investigation of
surface vs. interior solvation in iodide–water
clusters in order to better identify the possible
transition from surface solvation to bulk behavior.
We evaluated the free energy change as a function
of the distance between the ion and the solvent
center of mass rcm for I�ðH2OÞn clusters (n¼ 32
and 64) by means of constrained Monte Carlo
simulations, using both OPLS and OPCS model
potentials. The resulting potentials of mean force
and rcm probability distributions P ðrcmÞ indicate
that one solvation state is present for I�ðH2OÞ32
clusters, and two solvation states are present for
I�ðH2OÞ64 clusters. For I�ðH2OÞ32, the angular
probability distributions P ðhÞ, where h is the angle
between individual solvent molecules, the ion and
the aqueous cluster center of mass, clearly dem-
onstrate that the ion resides at the surface of the
cluster over the full range of rcm values considered.
The P ðhÞ distributions also indicate that the two
solvation states observed for the I�ðH2OÞ64 cluster
correspond to distinct solvation states, an interior
state and a surface state, with peaks in the
probability distributions at rcm � 2:2 and 4.4 �AA,
respectively. This clearly indicates a transition
from surface to interior solvation around a cluster
size of 64, which is consistent with a detailed
analysis of experimental and model data per-
formed by Coe [20].

The effect of explicit polarization can be simply
inferred by a direct comparison of the OPLS and
OPCS simulation results. Including explicit po-
larization causes a significant increase in the free
energy difference between the surface and interior
solvation states of I�ðH2OÞ64, which results in a
large increase in the interior to surface equilibrium
constants, from 1:6� 0:4 for the OPLS model to
14:6� 0:8 for the OPCS model. Although the
enthalpy difference between the two solvation

states for both model potentials is not significant,
the surface state tends to be slightly energetically
favored, even though it is not thermodynamically
favored, a finding that is even more pronounced
for OPCS. This suggests that entropy and polar-
ization effects, not too surprisingly, drive the ion
towards the interior of the cluster around a cluster
size of 64. A more comprehensive investigation of
the thermodynamic and structural properties of
halide–water clusters is underway.
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